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Cailey Vasilia

Cailey Vasilia is a player character played by Jade.

Cailey Vasilia

Species & Gender: Separa'Shan Female
Date of Birth: YE 15
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Technician

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement:

Physical Description

Vasilia is a tall woman, when relaxed often stood at an even two meters, and able to use her strong, dark
red tail to push herself up even taller. Lean and feminine, Vasilia also sports an angry expression most
often, long black hair accenting her piercing green eyes, snake-like and intense. Her facial features,
though soft, only serve to act as a false sense of security to those not familiar with her.
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Personality

Short-tempered, stoic, and judgemental, Vasilia would not consider herself a 'people-person' in any
sense. She can be over-emotional at times and has a strong motherly instinct despite her often annoyed
attitude. Preferring a reserved fashion, as well as doing much to avoid conversation, serves as her first
barrier of social anxiety. She is also quite studious and occasionally likes to bring up random facts to
somehow prove her superiority.

History

Cailey Vasilia's unknown and nameless family gave birth to a little girl on the planet of Essia in YE 15. The
Separa'Shan, only days old, was left to an organization to be cared for. Named Cailey Vasilia, the small
girl grew into a woman, witnessing the first contact with the Yamatai Star Empire in YE 29 and the
Second Mishhuvurthyar War.

During these turbulent years, Vasilia felt a desire to learn and to better herself, though found herself
unable to decide on what she should fully explore. Undecided between politics, sciences, and security,
Vasilia became a cynical but studious teen, torn between three paths and pressured to choose.

Eventually, though, Vasilia hesitantly settled on the sciences, studying to become a roboticist and
technician, dabbling in medicine but finding herself bored. Though not unhappy, Vasilia found her
interest waning as she began work as a roboticist, designing new drones for various tasks that lacked
manpower.

Her advances in the field of technology on her home planet led to being requested to join the Star Army
as an Enlisted. Due to her interest in making larger and weaponized drones, Vasilia gleefully accepted
the request. Her interest reinvigorated and her experience put to use, she finally feels that perhaps she
made the right choices in life.

Social Connections

Cailey Vasilia is connected to:

Nobody

Skills Learned

Star Army Common Skills

Communications

As a part of the Yamatai Star Empire, Cailey most naturally picked up both 邪馬台語 and Trade
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(language) as languages she can speak. Though dabbling in Abwehran, she is not fluent and will likely
not understand it when spoken to her.

Engineering

Having practiced and studied most of her life, Cailey is a natural roboticist, and excels at designing and
building drones for various tasks, no matter how trivial the problem.

Knowledge

Finding herself at a forked road, Cailey has studied a vast variety of subjects, and is thus proficient in
knowing the basics of most everything, including medicine and public speaking. Due to this, though, she
has bad childhood memories and no friends. Ouch.

Fighting

With a rough (but not too rough) childhood full of bullies and war, Cailey has gotten used to using her
large Python tail to defend herself, easily able to constrict prey if necessary. She's also easily angered, so
her fists hit their mark more often than not. Due to being requested for the Star Army, she has also
begun training with pistols.

Maintenance and Repair

Due to constantly designing and constructing small drones, and imagining giant robots, Cailey is fairly
good at repairing them with the required materials. She would prefer to simply build a drone strong
enough to avoid damage, but she does what she can for now.

Medical and Science

With her above average medical knowledge and far superior technical knowledge, Cailey can design and
build prosthetic limbs and organs, though her designs can sometimes go fairly overboard. Her last
experiment resulted in a mouse bending the metal bars of its cage and wreaking havoc on four wheels.

Technology Operation

Cailey is tech-savvy and almost always either typing on a keyboard or designing a robot to do it for her.
She can operate anything as long as she has read the manual, though her lack of feet makes it hard to
use a variety of vehicles.
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Inventory & Finance

Cailey Vasilia has the following items:

Type 32 Star Army Uniform - Santô Hei

Type 36 Star Army Communicator

EM-G17-1a Basic Tool Kit

Type 33 Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol

OOC Notes

MY first and hopefully only character. Let me know of any issues!

In the case Jade becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I am gone for a year? YES

Art by Wes using the Waitress base

Character Data
Character Name Cailey Vasilia
Character Owner Jade
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Technician
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
Orders Orders
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